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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Blues Prodigy, Quinn Sullivan, Returns to the Weinberg Center Stage
FREDERICK, MD, September 26, 2018 — At the age of 19, Quinn Sullivan has been a music
professional for more than 75 percent of his life. He’s shared the stage with many of his heroes
including Buddy Guy, Carlos Santana and B.B. King. His current concert tour will stop in Frederick
Maryland Friday, October 26, 2018 at 7:00 PM at the Weinberg Center for the Arts.
Tickets begin at $20 and may be purchased online at WeinbergCenter.org, by calling the Box Office
at 301-600-2828, or in person at 20 West Patrick St. Discounts are available for students, children,
military, and seniors.
Sullivan has packed some extraordinary experience into his decade-long career, and that’s even
more remarkable when you consider that he’s only 19. His third studio album, Midnight Highway,
was produced by multi GRAMMY® winner Tom Hambridge , and was released worldwide in early
2017 on Mascot Label Group’s PROVOGUE label. The album is yet another milestone in Quinn’s
extraordinary journey, which began with him jamming with the kids music combo Toe Jam Puppet
Band at age three, appearing on Ellen when he was six, and being taken under the wing of blues
legend Buddy Guy at age eight, whose protégé he remains to this day.
Quinn’s age and enduring relationship with Buddy Guy is certainly notable, but so too is his total
dedication to his craft. He’s well on his way with Midnight Highway, for which he had a hand in
writing three of the stand-out tracks, “Eyes For You”, “Lifting Off” and “Going.” One of the other
songs that Quinn tackled is George Harrison’s “While My Guitar Gently Weeps”. The emotion that
comes out of his guitar comes straight from his heart with a fluency usually spoken from musicians
much older than him. Don’t miss this opportunity to see and hear him perform live!
A complete listing of artists and performers scheduled for the 2018-2019 season can be found at
WeinbergCenter.org.
ABOUT THE WEINBERG CENTER FOR THE ARTS
The Weinberg Center for the Arts is one of the region’s premier performing arts presenters,
offering film, music, dance, theater, and family-focused programming. Located in the historic Tivoli
movie theater in downtown Frederick, Md., the Weinberg Center strives to ensure that the arts
remain accessible and affordable to local and regional audiences alike. Weinberg Center events
are made possible with major support from the City of Frederick, the Maryland State Arts Council,
Plamondon Hospitality Partners, and other corporate and individual donors.
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